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“Wild roses,” I said to them one morning, 
Do you have the answers? And if you do,
would you tell me?”

!e roses laughed softly. “Forgive us,” they 
said. “But as you can see, we are
just now entirely busy being roses.”

Mary Oliver
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train to eighth grade 

standing by the tracks—
the air 
smells like 8th grade 
the night is as young as i was 
those sunny summer days 
everyone’s smile 
little did we know, it would all change those late summer nights 
contemplating who likes who 

i still remember that day after "nals 
everyone laughing and joking about —
we all went to eat afterwards
that was a good day

maybe a train can whisk me away
to before it all changed

i wonder how many di#erent tracks there are 
how many i could have taken 
how many i should’ve taken
was this the only way?

i hope the sun feels like it did before

i can still see that day in the night
     Ashkay Lakharam

Class of 2022



Objects in Mirror Are Further !an !ey Appear

Madeleine Scalere
Class of 2022

I was born into a $urry, running, running,
So far into someone else’s arms
My mother unknown
!e nurses trying to console
But eventually I found my way back home
I ran so far into a race
Of youth-"lled memories
Years and years of growing
Flew by, but the birds stayed
!eir songs sung
!e wind mixing sounds of drastic contrast
Blending into smooth serenity
Ever upward, I try to reach
Who I want to be
A land where time stops
Stars as street lights
Where you’ll "nd me

Natalia Skrodzki
Class of 2024



games we used to play

In the scraggly "eld we played fairies, overseen by the rundown administrative build-
ing and overgrown student drivers guzzling down the long empty road hugging our 
grandmother’s living complex. Amidst the honeysuckle we handed out superpowers 
like mismatched silverware: necromancy, mind control, siren-like and fatal singing. 
We delegated our youngest cousin to be the witch hag villainess because she was 
best-loved by the adults. !ey hadn’t seen us since morning and sprawled over the 
couches languidly in the heat, like cats. To make death potions, we pilfered thistles 
from underneath the wandering mare’s snout and unfolded joss paper ingots left 
steaming by someone else’s unwatching heirs. !rough mosquito nets, beyond reach 
of us, the buttercup aunties clashed with pots and sweating young o%cials tapped 
cigarette ash out onto their desks, dreaming of absent homemade lunches. After 
spending hours on deciding who had magnolia-petal wings dusted with crystal blue 
and hair spun with sunset clouds and declaring who could or couldn’t have tiger 
lily wings as well, considering somebody already had $ower wings, and jostling to 
impress elaborate descriptions of our fairy costumes over one another, we all fought 
the witch, who died immediately, cried that the game was unfair, and ran back to 
her sleeping mother.

Isabelle Lu
Class of 2022



Lauren O’Brien
Class of 2023



I "led into the line
Of solemn faces and dark coats.
Walked about the room, ignoring the cold face at the front.
I said my Our Fathers and Hail Marys.
And then I left, as soon as I possibly could.
In another context, I’d look at the scene and sco#.
With peonies and lilies and roses in beautiful bouquets,
A movie that is trying so hard to be sad.
And an audience indi#erent.
“At least the set designer knows what they are doing,” the father would exclaim.
“Yes, the $owers are nice. !e makeup person is good too! !e aunt actually looks  
   dead,” the mother would say as she reached for another handful of popcorn.
“Might be a dummy.”
And only the emotional teenage daughter would be in tears, clutching the throw  
   pillows beside her.
“It’s the screenwriter’s fault,” would say mother, “the death was too sudden, there  
   was no real reason for it to be written in.”
“No, no. It’s all in the acting,” would say father, “the crying is not convincing at  
   all.”
“Stop it! All of you!” would say teenage daughter, drowning in her tears.
And the following night, when these self-proclaimed critics sat down again for the  
   next episode,
Father and mother would not be shocked when the family dog died.
“Are you kidding me? !is show is completely awful.”
“...and right after the aunt’s death? Could they have written anything more pre     
   dictable?”
!e credits would roll, and the violins would play Ave Maria.
!e TV would be shut o# suddenly, and the father and mother would say good 
   night.
!e daughter would be a complete mess. If she was drowning in her tears before, 
   now she would be washed away by them.
I remember it all. I have the script running over and over in my head. A drone of 
   never ending grief, milling across the jagged edges of who I am.
I remember the tears streaming down my face as I sang the Latin prayer before the 
   church. !e hum of the organ I stood beside.
I remember the bodies of those I once knew. 
I remember the cries of the puppy in the corner, as we tried to feed her.



And the solemn faces, and the processional hymn, and the obituary, and the carry
   ing of the puppy to the vet, and I remember what I thought of. !e hospital bed 
   and the cold metal table. !e strike of the bass and the ominous casket. !e 
   places to kneel, the places to cry, the places to try and feel alive, when it seemed 
   everyone was dead.
!e McDonald’s across the street, and my grandfather crying. Packing away the 
   dog’s collar.
Mourning her before she was gone, and again after.
Drowning in my tears, washed away by them.
“!ree out of "ve stars, extremely predictable.”

Sarah Borruso
Class of 2023

Elena Mingorance
Class of 2025



Trapped

One month ago, when the leaves still danced and twirled o# the soon to be bare branches, 
my father voiced “I do.” !ree letters, two syllables, and yet it was powerful enough to $ip 
my world upside down. It was powerful enough for a cold-hearted sixteen-year-old girl to 
take ownership of half of my room. Now, I sit here, side by side with Camille, as my father 
and stepmother shout in our faces.
 “I don’t know what we will do with you two. You are teenagers and yet you act 
like "ve year olds.” Amanda, Camille’s mother, pounds her "sts against the unsturdy kitchen 
table.
 My shoulders curve down, curling my body up into a ball as I quiver to every 
shout. Meanwhile, Camille sits beside me, her glossy black platform Doc Martens lounging 
on the table. She cackles while texting Ryan, her boyfriend, as she blows bubbles with her 
gum.
 “I’m so sorry, it will not happen again.” I peer over to Camille, waiting for her apol-
ogy, but don’t get my hopes up.
 “Camille, give me your phone right now!” Amanda extends her arms, trying to 
grab Camille’s phone, but there is no luck.
 Her dark, black matted hair is tucked under the black skull beanie. Her eyes are 
surrounded with thick black eyeliner. “Are you done yet.” It wasn’t a question. Camille plugs 
her earbud back into her ear and stomps upstairs.
 “Camille! Camille, don’t talk to your mother like that,” my father tries to interject, 
but there’s no point because by now Camille has her hard rock music on high volume, rat-
tling the bowls in the kitchen cabinets.
 I’m excused from the table and head to my room, or what is left of my room.
 Opening the door is like a portal; the blurbs and vibrations of Camille’s music buzz 
and pound down on my eardrums. Camille jumps on her bed, screaming every word that is 
audible and does the air guitar as the song comes to an end. Our room is divided by a strip of 
bare wood $oor. To the right is Camille’s side. Rock band posters cover every inch of her wall 
and a black tapestry with a huge skull on it hangs above her twin size bed. Her bed is never 
made, the sheets all wrinkly with grease stains here and there. She painted the once white 
bedside table in dark black with bike chains outlining each drawer. It’s painful to look at 
what she has done with her side. Cans of soda poke out of the drawers. Pizza boxes and dirty 
clothes are scattered under her bed. Ryan Facetimes her before she can say anything to me. 
!e night creeps in, the moon pushes the sun down, rising over the innocent stars. My pink 
silk sheets welcome my legs in, tickling my hairs as I settle into bed. My dictionary sits beside 
my bed, below my lamp, waiting to be opened. I take hold of the pastel yellow Post-it that’s 
holding my place. Written all over the pages are curses and names in thick, black Sharpie.



Camille blurts out laughing, informing Ryan what just happened. I try to shout and scream 
how much I hate her, but nothing but tears come sprinting down.
 “Aw, she’s crying like a little baby,” Camille and Ryan obnoxiously laugh.
 I turn my light o# and turn my back, clutching my dictionary.
 “Grow up,” she says.

 My tears act like sticky glue as my eyelids shut close. !e morning comes in like 
a breeze; clouds peer in through the window and darken the room even further. Camille is 
curled up in a ball, with her eyeliner still on and mascara running down her face. She still 
has her phone in hand, probably still on the line with Ryan. It’s funny—for a split second 
she actually looks innocent. I tiptoe to the door, having to go to the bathroom.
 My hands glide across the knob, but it won’t budge no matter how hard I twist and 
turn.
 My palms begin to get clammy. Please don’t wake up. Please don’t wake up. I spin 
my head back and forth between Camille and the doorknob. I try to knock for my dad or 
Amanda but the sound is as quiet as the footsteps of mice. “Dad,” I lean my ear against the 
door, waiting for the creaks of the $oor. “Dad,” I whisper again.
 “Shut the heck up.” !e innocence disappears. 
 “Can you not open a door,” Camille voices before words can even come out. 
 Camille marches for the doorknob, pushing me out of the way. Her claws wrap 
around the doorknob, she twists and turns, yanking at it.
 “What the heck!!” Her voice increasingly gets louder. When neither my dad nor 
Amanda answers, Camille goes on a full on tantrum, pulling the knob up and down, pound-
ing her palms against the door. I "dget with my nails, peeling o# the week old tangerine nail 
polish, not wanting to make eye contact with Camille. Loud footsteps approach in a fast 
manner.
 “Camille, calm down before you knock down the door,” Amanda voices.
 “Why the heck are we locked in? Open the door now!” Camille’s face gets brighter 
red as she shouts at her mother.
 “Girls, we have decided to keep you locked in your room until you’ve made up and 
learned to live with each other,” my dad swoops in.

 !is has to be a joke. !ey can’t be serious. Camille and I locked in here together. 
No way out. !ey can’t seriously think things will be "xed through this, do they? My head 
begins to spin and I grab hold of my dresser, trying to regain balance.

Charlotte Rathjen
Class of 2025



!ey Didn’t Quite Share a Mother

He was named for the sun.
Born as the "rst rays of dawn 
kissed the horizon, or so they say. 
An omen of power. 
He was meant to shine.
Instead, he burned— fading into ashes.

Her name was much grander, 
he always thought. 
In honor of the goddess. 
Another label that would always "t her. 
Blesséd. Prophet. Champion.

Perhaps it was because she was
the favorite.
Always the favorite, 
no matter what he did.
No matter how much blood he spilt,
how many widows he left grieving.

!e titles piled and piled
but he was never spared a glance.
Only pain
and anger
and grief
for the person he never was.

Yes, he was named for the sun,
but was imprisoned in an eternal eclipse.



She despised her name.
In secret,
of course,
for how could one loathe 
such an esteemed
gift?

How could she,
everyone’s favorite object of scrutiny,
wish to be anyone else?

Jealousy was ugly,
much more appealing hidden away.
Much easier to tolerate, to
touch
when she was quiet. But it was
tantalizing to wish
or pray to her namesake
to be more like him.

Named for the sun,
and so he burned
brighter than she ever would.
Ever could.
Ever wanted to.

With every breath
every beating
he shone
blindingly.

And she was proud.
No one else
but her.

Molly Price
Class of 2022



Water Birth

In every star map, I fall under water.
Lymph, ungraspable. !e thing 
behind the eyes, in the hot cavern 
of your mouth. I never woke up 
from the womb. I live here,
in the ripples of my mother, 
her sickness a whole sonic world. 
When she coughs, I cough too. 
When she burns, my seams 
are as weak as steam.
We evaporate together.
Other babies ferment in water:
newt eggs, mermaid’s purses, 
divine foundlings. I watch them. 
!e only one not to splice open 
come spring.

Isabelle Lu
Class of 2022

Alayna Garcia
Class of 2022

Grace Chan
Class of 2022



Melancholy

(Verse 1)
I aspire to be you

To be able to see right through the lies that you put in my mind
(Verse 2)

I wanna $y like a bird
Over the sea and the ocean

“!at’s absurd” but one can dream in my world
(Pre-chorus)

!ought I was alone
Was on my own you by my side never letting go

Open my eyes and I can see
So similar you’re just like me

 (Chorus)
Trapped, in a void of darkness

Black, to match the hole within my
Soul, do I even have one anymore

 Blind, I fear I cannot 
See, those who follow me

In this sick and twisted world
 (Verse 2)

Look me in my eyes and catch me I’m falling
Look so innocent and blue 

(Pre-chorus)
!ought I was alone

Was on my own you by my side never letting go
Open my eyes and I can see
So similar you’re just like me

(Chorus)
Trapped in my void of darkness

Out, I am reaching forth no
Doubt, emptiness what I pull out

Blind, I fear I cannot see
What’s in front of me

Finally now I sail at sea
 Asher Francois

Class of 2025



Snow

Snow.
Destined to a cruel fate,
you birthed from the clouds, parts they present in pride. Fluttering down from the 
   skies to conceal colorless palettes of ceased plantlife. !e barren dirt patches and 
   the naked tree branches.
Pure.
A slab of white marble, entrapping the "ngers of the sun, only to adorn its golden 
   radiance in lavish garments to embellish the blank blanket.
Crystallizing rooftops, painting pines with luminescent strokes.
“Isn’t it pretty?”

Sadie Dowden
Class of 2022

!e Good Old Days



!e world is not yours alone.
!ey want to work. !ey want to drive. !ey want to move on. 
!ey don’t have time.
Not for you.
!eir preference lies in frayed "ssuring freeways, worn-out walkways.
Easier to step all over.
You are stubborn.
You are unsubmissive.
!ey take poorly to the obstinate.
By the instruments of plastics or metal, with young or old, 
   through elaborate mechanisms or plain bare hands,
   they rip, they pull, they push. An enchanted slumber spoiled as you are 
   wrenched from serenity by the claws of egocentricity. Cast aside to the 
   periphery of the world. Hauled to corners beyond regard.
Piled and piled upon.
“Isn’t it a nuisance?”
Snow.
Jailed to the walls of buildings and schoolyards. 
Small heaps, littered with soulless blades of grass.
Glued with the fumes delivered in aloof dispension to it who fails to resist. 
Encoated in the grays and blacks of soot smeared across the heaps,
Only shaped by the tracks of tires and indented footprints.
“Isn’t it ugly?”
!e sun would claim its stolen robes, through its "ngers ablaze you contract your   
   sleeting splendor. Reduced to trivial matter.
!ey. Forget. You.
Only then do the clouds cry.
!eir tears sweep what little remains. Disassembling you, who is negligible. No    
   more than mush. Rivers of runo# carry you down their eroded streets. Down 
   their gutters. To their sewers. !ere to die.
Snow. Destined to a cruel fate.

Erica Flaherty
Class of 2024



I’m Fine

“I’m "ne,” I say 
But sometimes all I want to do is scream 
I want to "ll my lungs with so much air
Just to let it all out in an attention-seeking scream
So maybe somebody would stop and listen
But I don’t want the attention
No
I have to hold it in
Get my homework done
Get straight A’s
Get that varsity spot
Get admitted to an Ivy
I need to be a big girl
Because big girls don’t cry
!ey don’t scream
!ey don’t show their pain
So when they ask I say,
“I’m "ne”
But sometimes all I want to do is cry
To let my tears stream down my face
But I can’t do that
No
People will look and they will stare
!ey will think I’m not perfect like people say
Perfect Penny
Perfect Princess
Not so perfect me
So I keep my tears on a tight leash
I never let my guard down
Because what if when I do it’s not my knight
It’s just another dragon waiting to tear me down
“I’m "ne,” I say
But sometimes I just want to rant
To tell every little detail of my agony to a friend
Or family
Or doctor



Or anyone
But I don’t want to be a burden
No
So I don’t overshare my silly little problems of my silly little life
Because other kids have real problems
Not just the sports, and school and stress
Because those are privileged things
And it would be silly of me to be upset about that
So when they ask
I say, “I’m "ne” 
I hold my screams
I hold my tears
I hold my tongue
Afraid to show the world that I am not "ne
Because I am not "ne
I.
Am.
Not.
Fine.

Lucy Reardon
Class of 2024

Elizabeth Vaupel
Class of 2022

Agoraphobic



Isabelle Lu
Class of 2022

I just feel like I am falling behind

From the elements of being young, to the engagement with the people around me,
feeling like the long time it takes me to get involved in the world around me leads 
to other things like me moving away after thinking I would for years. 
Well, looks like you witnessed the e#ects of this di#erence called Autism. 
But, I mean, being criticized is like a light being shut o# to your day, even your 
month. 
It is tough to be shaken up, however, you have some memorial of your past and your 
future is to be apprised.

!at is what you think, until you hit the roadblock and you must move along or 
get run over. 

!ink about the time you were positively changed like a proton, but now all of a 
sudden realize you have been an electron for a while in your mind, it is very hard for 
an electron to bond with another electron, or a proton another proton. Of course, 
opposites attract, but that can lead to instability, and in real life, it can take a long 
time to either maintain the stability or get the proton to attract the proton.
 

Panagiotis Georgilis
Class of 2024



Alone, you may be,
!ough you must be unaware.

Open the gift,
Did you know it was there?

Oh, what great a power,
To have someone be there!

Alone, you may have been,
But now’s a new hour.
If existence is bread,
A friend can be $our.

Unbroken beyond dead,
Because of that power.

Mary Coleman
Faculty

Choices are engraved forever,
If only you cared.

When all has gone sour,
Will your friend still be there?

We try to believe,
Love beyond the grave,

But when they’re not by your side,
Will it still be the same?

Alone, you are again.
But what does it matter?
Be grateful it happened,

Since it fell with a clatter.

Marina Ioannou
Class of 2025

Alone



Lake

!e blinding light from the ball of "re above me bounces o# the calm water, re$ect-
ing it into my eye. !e air feels di#erent than my hometown. It feels thinner, yet 
fresher. I jerk my head right, trying to avoid the light, and I don’t even see my father 
move a muscle. His eyes are drawn to the movement of his line and the ripples surg-
ing in the water. !e tip of the rod bends, almost touching the blue beneath. He 
begins to reel in powerfully, his forearms engaged. !e beast on the end gives fero-
cious tugs. It fought. Hard. My father’s body steps forward, losing his balance. He 
yanks the rod, the "sh now only yards away from our rusted old boat. I go to grab 
the net, but a loud snap rings out. A snap that seems loud enough to be heard miles 
from here. I look back only seeing splashing and the line completely gone.
 My dad falls back into his chair. I ponder whether it’s in disappointment or 
disbelief. 
 He shakes his head, yet revealing a smile that stretches across his face as he 
examines the remainders of the line. Sums up our day for the most part. We haven’t 
had very much luck at all these past few hours. I would think my “dropping the line 
right next to the boat and hoping for a little "sh to be dumb enough to bite it” trick 
would work, but it didn’t. If my arms weren’t so short maybe I could deliver a cast 
out into the open. Every time I try to, the line always ends up behind me... or the 
hook lands in my ear. Don’t ask about the "rst time that happened.
 We’ve been all around the lake. Sometimes just viewing the tree lines makes 
me think that we haven’t even moved. But every spot looks di#erent. !e ever chang-
ing heights of the trees. Some victim to falling into the water, becoming a bridge 
for all creatures to explore. !e mountains seem to touch the clouds above, being 
engulfed by the wondrous sky. !e houses, some newer than others, are perched 
on short hills and larger mountains, with a variety of boats parked beside wooden 
docks. Maybe the houses just look bigger than they are from my viewpoint, for this 
life jacket gets in front of my eyes half the time. We’ve drifted more towards the 
shore now, all the way on the opposite side of the lake where our house was. !e 
water seems clearer on this side. We aren’t that close to shore, only a couple thirty 
to forty yards. But I can see to the bottom of the lake, all the little "sh, before the 
trolling motor of our vessel scares them away.
 For about two hours now we have been on the water, and both our stom-
achs begin to howl. He seems unfazed, but me, I’m dying out here. My skin is peel-
ing, I have to wear this stupid life jacket, and I forgot the cooler back at the house. 
It’s sitting on the balcony ledge waiting for us to return. I look down, then back up  
to my dad. He looks at me, and he knows what my question is. He rubs my head.



 In one swift motion, he sets the rod down and moves to the driver’s seat. 
“!e !rone,” he likes to call it. I fall back in the seat beside him. !ere isn’t a car 
seat on this boat, allowing me to reach over and feel the warm water splash against 
my hand. Any second now I expect the powerful vehicle to begin to cut through 
the water, the sharp blades of the propeller slicing the water molecules as we start 
forward. I close my eyes, awaiting the roar of the engine and the wind beginning 
to slam into my face. Instead, the engine releases a squeal, and nothing more. He 
tries the key again and to no avail. My dad reaches for his phone, but as he feels his 
pockets, he can’t seem to "nd it.
 I can feel every organ in my body drop, my legs begin to collapse, my head 
starting to pound, and my eyes beginning to well up…

James Sullivan
Class of 2024

Hazy Dream

Natalia Skrodzki
Class of 2024



!e Diner 

It was a quiet night at the diner, the neon sign $ickering outside like usual. !e 
bright-yet-dim yellow lights shining inside. !e sound of plates clattering "lls the 
empty air along with quiet conversations. Each patron dining. You can see an old 
couple enjoying themselves on this Tuesday night in December, a couple of teenag-
ers getting a cheap bite to eat, a father and son grabbing takeout for their family, 
and a family dining for the mother’s birthday. It’s boring, however, most diners 
are boring. !at’s the diner trademark. !e waiters and waitresses delivering food 
to tables and sweeping up empty dishes to bring to the dishwasher. !e smell of 
tenders and fries "lling the air. !e sound of milkshakes being made and burgers 
frying on the grill. !e feel of the wooden table wrapped to seem like it’s marble. 
You can almost taste the food everyone is enjoying… well, not quite, but enough to 
leave your mouth watering. !e old CRTVs in the diner displaying the local news 
and whatever team from your state is playing football right now. It’s a calm environ-
ment; everyone is relaxing. It’s freezing outside, but comfy and warm inside. !e 
snow from outside feels oddly comforting now that you don’t have to experience it. 
!e Christmas tree in the corner of the diner with its $ickering red, white, green, 
and gold lights is almost like the neon sign on the outside. Its star on top shines 
bright and "lls you with warmth. !e diner feels like home.  

Robert Grella
Class of 2025



blue sky 

under a blue sky 
the clouds saunter 
a quaint spring day 
the frosted wind clashes with my skin
the chilling touch of 
abandonment 
welcome home, 
again.

Ashkay Lakharam
Class of 2024

Leo Valenti
Class of 2022

Bottled Memories



First Snow (Excerpt)

 !e grave was empty. Reyna knew it, but being near the hollow plot of earth com-
forted her somehow. She tugged at the hem of her sleeve, the thick black wool uncomfort-
ably hot on her skin. A breeze blew through the cemetery and a shiver ran up her spine. Her 
eyes burned— from the bitter wind or the countless tears shed over the last few days, she 
didn’t know. She breathed deeply through her nose, despite the sting.
 “How long are you going to stand here?”
 Reyna didn’t need to look to recognize Abassi’s voice. Fresh snow crunched beneath 
his boots as he approached, coming to stand next to her. !e edge of his inky black coat ap-
peared in her peripheral.
 “You missed lunch, you know.”
 “I’m not hungry,” she lied, trying to ignore the gnawing ache of her stomach. It 
occurred to her she didn’t remember the last time she had a proper meal. Abassi merely 
hummed in response. She could feel his eyes on her.
 “It wasn’t your fault.”
 Reyna turned to look at him. She met his gaze, his expression $at, unreadable. 
Gold bore into stormy blue as she stared, her hands coming to rest by her sides. She opened 
her mouth and closed it again, blinking a few times. “What?”
 “You’re not responsible for her choices,” Abassi’s eyes trailed to the grave in front of 
them, mulling over the epitaph again. 
 Reyna had tried not to read it. It made her sick. Martyr to our great nation... tragi-
cally killed in action... She didn’t even know who wrote it. 
 “So stop acting like you are.”
 A sudden urge to tell him otherwise overcame her. She desperately wanted to rub it 
in his face, but she knew it would only make things worse. Instead, she bit her lip, tore her 
eyes away from his face, and sti$ed the burning temptation to punch him. A deep breath, in 
through the nose, out through parted lips. “I thought she was no friend of yours?”
 “Don’t do that,” he muttered.
 “What? Don’t hold you to your words?” An unintentional venom laced her voice. 
She swallowed an accusation, biting her cheek. An attempt to ignore the bitter taste in her 
mouth.
 “I’m not here to argue with you, Reyna.”
 “!en why are you here?”
 “To make sure you don’t starve to death,” Abassi retorted, rolling his eyes to look 
at her again. His gaze was $at, obviously unimpressed with her resistance. “Come inside and 
eat.”
 Reyna paused. It certainly wasn’t the response she was expecting. She glanced to 



her feet, shifting in her heavy boots. “You said I missed lunch.”
 “Well, good thing I saved you a plate, then,” Abassi hu#ed, folding his arms. !ere 
was an echoing laugh from far behind them, a snowball "ght had broken out in the court-
yard. He bumped her shoulder with his lightly. “Come on, it’ll still be here when you get 
back. After you eat, you can stand out here till sunrise for all I care.”
 Reyna hesitated before nodding reluctantly, pressing a kiss to her "ngertips and 
resting them gently on top of the headstone. She sighed softly, her breath gathering in front 
of her in a hot cloud before dissipating into the winter air. Standing, she turned and started 
walking along the path, beginning the ascent up the hill. Abassi trailed next to her, hands in 
his pockets.
 !e silence between them was sti$ing, unspoken words hanging heavy in the air. 
So many things left unsaid, masked under countless spiteful accusations. Reyna wracked her 
mind to come up with a way to break the ice; a cautious apology, a way to somehow make 
amends.
 “Are you cold?” She asked after a few moments.
 His nose and cheeks were slightly $ushed. He raised an eyebrow. “Are you not?”
 “Since when do I get cold, ‘Bassi?” She chuckled, shaking her head and holding 
her hands out. With a sigh, he removed a hand from his pocket and placed it in hers instead, 
humming contentedly at the soothing heat emanating from her palms. A muttered thanks 
before he retracted, stu%ng it back in his coat. Silence fell over them once more, snow 
crunching under their boots as they walked. Reyna barely registered where they were going 
as she contemplated a confession.
 “I’m sorry,” she said simply after a few minutes of quiet. !e castle had come into 
view, its peaks glistening against the bleak winter sky.
 “Why?” He asked. A few children ran by, swords strapped to their backs. One of 
them sat on a shield, sliding down the snow covered hill with a resounding whoop as the 
others cheered. Abassi watched them, vaguely disinterested.
 Reyna wanted to tell him she had lied. It burned at her throat as she opened her 
mouth to speak, eating away at her tongue. When she replied, it was not what she yearned 
to say. “She was your best friend, too.”
 !ere was a falter in Abassi’s stoic demeanor. To anyone who had known him for 
any less amount of time, it would have most likely gone undetected. His cobalt eyes $icked 
back to the path ahead. With his jaw tightly clenched, a brief sigh escaped his lips. “She was.”
 !e rest of the journey to the mess hall was made in silence, save for the gentle 
crunch of snow underfoot as they walked.

Molly Price
Class of 2022



Eutierria

Sadie Dowden
Class of 2022



the mausoleum

Creep inside my body.
Start by pulling out hearts and souls.
Carve up room for yourself—
in what you recognize as a graveyard.
Unearth every other decaying thing buried deep within, make them sing —
bring them in kicking and screaming.
      
Let ‘em have enough sun so they relearn how to miss it. Never allow them 
to be close enough to keep the warmth. You know better than anyone,
dead things don’t feel.
      
Crawl out of my resting place.
Dead things don’t stay dead.
When they "nally remember sunshine that stretches and curls.
Stays long enough to taste  —
I revive in myself.
      
You’ve lived inside me
as long as this body needed a groundskeeper.
To sweep away the moss and ivy climbing up all the tombstones. You $oat 
through the aisles night after night
picking up unearthed ghosts to follow us home.
      
Your "ngertips scratching against the tops of all the dead-end versions of me.
I’m tired of hearing the wailing that follows. I want my body back now.
      
Won’t you please put yourself to rest for me?
      
i dig this grave barehanded and open sorrow
plant the garden to overrun the cemetery
please
know you are the last version of me i ever plan to bury. 

Tasneem Sarjoo
Class of 2022



First Ticket, Love in Application

Eventually I’ll write about
gorgeous losses, like the others.
In crab roses I unearth
every whisper that missed
the departure of a freight car
pumping straw-light heaps
of confession into midnight.
Like them, I did not
know how to make my adoration
divine, to spill with a mouth
overripe. I always worshiped
the divine. In the backyard,
I pilfered the monikers of
growing things
and gods— amaryllis, lupine, hypnos,
trying something beyond who I was
who’d only have been mu&ed by earth.

Isabelle Lu
Class of 2022

I learned to curl up in icons:
sewn yolks as red as hearts,
longing chords by milky 
hermit-poets, receipts 
impaled across this town
like a ciphered trail to you. 
My mother never passed on 
any sort of clue to
o#ering up an organ, within a 
ring or chest or codex.
Now, too, I think
I must learn repentance.
I mimic it,
sure. I down salt
with the straying gulls. 
I "nally ask you 
for that novel back.
I do everything it takes
not to step back from you.



Elymar Rosario Hernandez
Class of 2022



Kayleigh Miller
Class of 2024



Embers in Her Eyes

She wore a $ower in her hair
Magnolia petals fell from the trees
!at ol’ bedroom echoes laughter

Where once her dress fell at her knees

I watched the embers in her eyes
Float away like butter$ies 

And it seems as if I knew, there was nothing I could do
To keep her

From straying
Away from me

I sing my song to the echoes
Only vines grow on these walls
Lord, this garden was so pretty

When I thought I had it all

I watched the embers in her eyes
Float away like butter$ies 

And I could only sit and watch, as love fell o# the clock
In her mind
Over time

Away from me

I just watched as our love died
And it tore me up inside

If I could only restart, I’d grow back her heart
!en her "re

Would burn brighter
Close to me

Nicholas Tarulli
Class of 2022



Daydream

Every night, I go to bed thinking that you are there. Every night, I think of you; I 
think of all the things we can do, but then I realize it’s just me...Why do I always dream 
of you? Is it because I love you? Why am I hallucinating about us under the moon-
light when I know you will never be mine, even though I have always been yours.

Elymar Rosario Hernandez
Class of 2022

Inseparable

Sadie Dowden
Class of 2022



since i left you

it’s been some time since i last saw you 
the earth still turns in spite 
the oceans have not conceded to the sun 
neither have i 
i wonder what you look like, nowadays 
do you still remember me? 
can you still remember me? 
luckily, i cannot tug back time from God’s "ngers, or i’d be stuck 
writhing in the moment 
i’m gonna "nd you one day

Ashkay Lakharam
Class of 2022

Good Faces

Isabelle Lu
Class of 2022



the poem i didn’t write 

or maybe i forgot? 
not sure. 
that day was rather overwhelming 
i sat down to write, but my ink had dried up 
only the crumbs ran from the nub, 
eager to be released i was eager, too. 

maybe i could have, though. 
perhaps, there wasn’t enough ink 
or perhaps, there wasn’t enough me? 
wasn’t i enough? 
was i enough? 

there was certainly enough paper, i live right 
down the store there was enough potential 
i don’t like to waste paper 
but i think i did 
i’m hoping for an evangelion
maybe this poem shall be mine?

Ashkay Lakharam
Class of 2022

Kaleah Stewart
Class of 2023



Colors Of Our Future

Each of us is born with a blank canvas,
Colors to paint and pencils to draw.
We are the painters with freedoms
To create our own designs.
Some of us may paint our canvas 
With skies of blue and "elds of daisies,
Climbing the broadest mountains.
Others sketch themselves $ying,
Among the glittery stars in the vast dark.
We are the painters of our own future,
!e pursuit of our dreams and wants.  

Daniela Argondizzo
Class of 2025

Elena Mingorance
Class of 2025



Mince and Magpies Do Not Mix

She’s baking a meat pie
An old man said hi
Away the bird $ew
But it left the $u

!e pie’s soggy
and the old man is groggy.
A piece of pie would be a delicacy
It’s too bad I can’t see
My glasses are broken
I have nothing to drink out of

Scurry along to the well
I’m in a hurry
Time is ticking
And I’m still thirsty
A squirrel scurries, but oh, a frog is in its way.

“Hello fellow sir,
I’d like to inquire, where’s the water?”

“Oh, just a bit longer.
But I must say, avoid the pretty colors in the water.”

Dear frog,
It’s too bad I’m not well,
I caught the bird $u.

I should have just declined the pie and
said goodbye.
But the birds are under attack
And I simply couldn’t step back.

!e hunters are after us,
But they won’t let us on a bus!

Mary Coleman
Faculty



Yellow and green
Make me queasy

But I can’t see
And now everything’s all swirly

!e UK
Says I’ll be okay

I should have gone with the peacock,
But the frog told me to get away
From pretty colors
Frog, you lied

Green and yellow are forever tainted
From being queasy and painted
In chunks.
Oh, ew

I’ve got bird $u
And now I’m just blue.

Natalia Skrodzki
Class of 2024

Mary Coleman
Faculty



!e Subjectivity of the Probability of Probability

Luck is a lack of love lost upon oneself
Willingness whisked wildly into action
Or rather perhaps a reaction to the utter random reaching 
Out to one another
Oblique obsolescence objectively absolve
As it is replaced by the pseudo-random in"nity
A coin $ips as a fate is decidedly so
Post humanism seems so far away
At least from where I’m sitting

Jack Cashman
Class of 2022

Grace Chan
Class of 2022



Instructions for Riding an Elevator

1. Go into a facility that has an elevator.
2. Find the elevator.
3. When you "nd it, determine what company made the elevator (Dover, Otis, 
!yssenKrupp, Innovation, Fujitec, and many more). 
4. If you can’t do that, walk away and take the stairs.
5. If you can, go up to the elevator, and push the button.
6. DO NOT access a keyed o# elevator without authorization to do so!! It is pun-
ishable by law!!!
7. Once you get in the elevator, go up to the highest $oor if you are curious how 
fast the elevator is.
8. If you want to get to a $oor nonstop due to being in a rush, HOLD DOWN 
THE DOOR CLOSE BUTTON AND THE FLOOR BUTTON WHERE 
YOU ARE GOING AT THE SAME TIME FOR FIVE SECONDS. !is may 
NOT ALWAYS WORK, but you tried.
9. Once you get to the $oor you selected, if you would like to ride again, ride 
again, if you have had enough and aren’t supposed to linger in the building, get o# 
at the exit $oor and leave.
10. If you are in a rush, just go up to your $oor *or down* and exit the elevator— 
elevators, like anything else, like to take their time.

Panagiotis Georgilis
Class of 2024

!e Tales of Flamy 

Once upon a time, there was this annoying kid named Flamy 
He lived by a lake called Manny
He went for a stroll, fell on a ball, and got a big whammy 
When Flamy woke up, Sir Maybe locked him up in the prison of Guacamole.

Kalaiah Fulcher Garcia
Class of 2025



!e Cellist

Voices cease, and lights spill rods of bright blaze 
Our cellist then strides forth on stage agleam, 
And captures the eyes of all those who gaze
As she smooths her dress with emerald seam

She lifts the prized cello, built of wood and steel
And with her "rm bow, strikes innocent strings. 
Rosin $oats in foggy air; I can feel 
!e vibrations of music, of notes that ring. 

Our mouths are gaped open, and our breaths held still 
Her music swallows us, and we succumb. 
She needs nothing but energy and will
As she ends her piece with harmonic strum. 

I ready my own weapon, my own bow, 
And my orchestra begins her concerto. 

Elena Mingorance
Class of 2025

Grace Chan
Class of 2022



Bethpage State Park

!ough when the shot "res I am not a fan,
And the grass endures for in"nity,
My feet have a rhythm that’s all I can;
When they pit, pat, I reach divinity.
Good form’s key and the rhythm is steady,
Pace is what makes the middle miles draw the line,
Time goes on regardless if you’re ready,
Once your mind becomes steel you will be "ne.
Tears will be shed in struggle, but not in vain,
Follow the dirt trail, it guides your journey,
Advance among the trees, one with the rain,
Push to "nish, a moment you’re yearning.
We made it to the end, a job well done,
We just accomplished a battle well won.

Marina Ioannou
Class of 2025

Kevin Downey
Faculty



!e King of the Trees: A Fable

It was a brisk and windy day of early autumn, as the "rst auburn leaves began to 
coat the ground, when the old crone who lived on the outskirts of the village invited 
the entire citizenry to her hut, and asked them this question: “Who is the king of 
the trees?”
 One man stood up and said, “Clearly, it is the great sequoia, for he is the 
tallest of the trees, and towers above them as a nobleman is raised above the people.”
 Another man rose as well, objecting, “No, it must be the mighty ironwood, 
for he is the sturdiest and strongest.”
 Said the merchant, “It must be the frankincense tree, for from his sap valu-
able incense and perfumes are made, and so he is the wealthiest of all trees.”
 An artist said, “No, it is the cherry blossom, for he is the most beautiful of 
all trees, and beauty is the highest calling of all life.”
 And as they bickered, the old crone sat by, chuckling quietly to herself. And 
eventually, the men ran out of arguments and theories and grew silent, and could 
only look towards the old crone, wordlessly pleading for her to at last tell them 
which among them was right.
 A smile spread across the old woman’s thin and wrinkled lips. “All of you 
are wrong,” she announced to the perplexed crowd. “!e true king of the trees is the 
Wind itself; for when he comes passing through the forest, all the trees bow their 
heads.”

Jack Doyle
Class of 2022



domesticated

they tell us we are creatures of habit.
rising before the sun and setting long after,
lines of suits and shaved faces,
of pointed shoes and pinned up hair;
but feel it as your sight climbs to the navy sky and midnight stars,
when the work is done and you straighten your posture
and, just for a brief moment, you look up;
we are not machinery.

calloused "ngers from clicking keys
and sore feet from heels on concrete.
the circle of life is not the same as life in circles.
a breeze from the northeast seems to whisper, almost mockingly,
that call from nature we continuously try so desperately to ignore;
we are creatures of connection.
we are, we are meant to be free
and we are naive to believe anything else.

        Charlotte Schmidt 
        Class of 2023

Siobhan Conroy
Class of 2022



!e Last Druid of Gaul
 
When I was young, Gaul was still Gaul. While I was not lucky enough to have been 
born before the Romans subjugated our lands, I still was able to experience the time 
when the occupiers still respected our traditions, when they allowed us to worship 
our gods. I remember making pilgrimages to the sacred groves of Father Dhuosnos, 
the king of the undead, and praying for the souls of my ancestors. I remember 
great festivals in honor of the !ree Sacred Mothers, where we sang and danced in 
ecstasy. I remember dark and misty nights, when we gathered under the light of the 
full moon to make glorious and bloody sacri"ces to Taranis, the !under-bringer.
 But above all, I remember the druids, the wise and noble men who presided 
over all these ceremonies. !ey were our priests, our soothsayers, our philosophers. 
!ere was only one in our village, and he maintained a shrine to the war-goddess 
Morrigan on the top of a nearby hill. Whenever there was a matter of grave im-
portance, the druid was to be consulted. And whenever he spoke, all men took his 
words to heart. Not even the chiefs and kings of old commanded such respect from 
the men of Gaul  —and the Romans even less so. Which is why, when I was twenty 
years of age, the Emperor decreed that the druid’s practices were to be banned and 
their sacred sites destroyed.
 !e persecution did not happen overnight. !ere was no great crushing 
wave of destruction. Rather, life continued mostly as usual. We still worked, traded, 
and paid our taxes to the emperor. But once every few weeks, a traveler would pass 
through town with news of Roman legionaries destroying an altar or cutting down 
a sacred tree. And whenever we heard such a report, we thought of the shrine of 
Morrigan on the hill, and wondered when it too would be torn down.
 And eventually, the day we feared would come. On one cold winter’s morn-
ing, a Gaulish man wrapped in a heavy brown cloak rode into our village, his horse’s 
hooves thundering against the frost-coated ground. When he came to a stop, a 
crowd gathered around him, as he explained that a cohort of Roman legionaries had 
passed through his village, and that they were headed for ours. He had outpaced 
them on horseback, but he estimated that they would arrive in two days. Once he 
"nished his warning, he $icked his reins and rode away, leaving us in silence.
 !e sun was now risen, but we felt ourselves cast into a di#erent kind of 
darkness. Everyone’s faces had gone pale, and we walked about aimlessly in sorrow. 
A few people had gone up to the shrine on the hill to make a few last o#erings before 
it was destroyed, and I decided to follow them. I had made the walk up that hill a 
thousand times before, but this time it felt so much longer. When I reached the top 
of the hill, I saw the old druid there, saying his prayers to the shrine as he did every



morning. I told him the news, my voice full of sorrow. But he didn’t react as the rest 
of us did; instead, he simply stood still, appearing to be deep in thought. After a few 
minutes of contemplation, he began walking down the hill back into the village, 
without speaking a word. Confused, I followed him as he returned to the center of 
the village, the same spot where the man on horseback had spoken. !en, as every-
one’s eyes fell upon him, he began to speak.
 He spoke of a time past, the time of his own youth. A time before the Ro-
mans came, when Gaul was free. A time of noble chieftains, Gaulish chieftains, who 
ruled with a fair and even hand, who prayed to Gaulish gods and made war in the 
Gaulish way. He spoke of the ruinous day when the Roman legions drenched the 
earth with blood, dethroned the old chieftains, and put all of Gaul in chains. But it 
didn’t have to be this way, he said. !e old era could be resurrected; Gaul could be 
free again, but only as long as something was left of it. We were now on a precipice, 
he said, faced with a choice; Gaul would either be reborn that day, or it would be 
destroyed forever. His voice crescendoed, "lling with a passion and rage unlike any 
other I had ever heard, before or since. As he spoke, the darkness and fear was blown 
out of our souls. A new feeling replaced it, a warm swelling in our chests, somewhere 
between pride and joy and vengeful wrath. !e old druid ended his speech with a 
question: Would we stand idly by and let Gaul be destroyed forever?
 At once, every man in the crowd responded with a roaring “No!” !e warm 
swelling in our chests had now erupted into a great and hungry "re, for now we 
knew what had to be done. We spent the next two days preparing; we gathered our 
weapons, forti"ed the town, and drilled for the coming battle. !e night before the 
Romans were to arrive, we sacri"ced seven fat cows to the shrine on the hill, and 
prayed to the war-goddess Morrigan for aid. With sentries posted on all sides of the 
village, we slept, for we knew we would need to be well-rested for the next day.
 We were stirred from our sleep before the sun rose, for our foes had arrived. 
Quickly, we hurried to grab our weapons and assemble into formation. !e old 
druid stood at the front of our formation, chanting some last few incantations to 
gain the support of the gods. And out beyond the village, across the hills and "elds, 
we saw the Roman legionaries standing in an orderly line. Even from this distance, 
we could see the moonlight glinting o# their polished armor, and feel their preda-
tory gaze watching us.
 !e old druid "nished his chants and stared out at the Romans across the 
"eld. Even without seeing his face, I could feel the raw anger raging in his heart at 
that moment. Without saying a word, he raised a war-horn to his lips and blew with 
all the force and fury he could muster. Shouting and howling, we charged across the 
"eld towards the Romans, spears and swords raised, ready to pierce their armor and



tear their $esh. With a scream of rage and hatred, we fell upon them, as they raised 
their weapons to meet ours.
 It was a massacre. !e Romans cut through us like a sickle cuts grain. 
Coward that I was, I ran from the battle"eld once I realized that the "ght was lost, 
hiding deep within the impenetrable forests.  I remember bathing in a river, wash-
ing o# the blood of my fellow warriors. I remember feeling hollow and empty, as if 
I had died on that "eld and my spirit had passed on, leaving behind a soulless husk 
of a body. I prayed harder than I ever had before, begging the spirits of my fallen 
brothers-in-arms for forgiveness. But eventually, I found the strength to continue 
my way through the forest, until I came across a small village, isolated enough that 
the Romans would not pay it too much attention.
 Decades have passed. I have made my home in that new village, and the 
cruelty of time has left me old and frail. !e druids are no more, and with them, 
it seems that Gaul has died as well. !e youngest generation speaks Latin, dresses 
in the Roman custom, and worships Roman gods. Of course, there are still some 
among the population who wish to force out the Romans and return to the old 
ways, but these are nothing but dreams. !ey never lived in a time when Gaul was 
Gaul. !ey have nothing to go back to.
 And yet, I feel that Rome’s reign over our lands and souls will not last for-
ever. Recently, a mysterious traveler came to town, bearing with him a strange and 
novel message. In hushed tones, he told me of a new god from the East, one stronger 
than all the gods of Rome. Mars may have conquered Gaul, but this new god is said 
to have conquered death itself. Someday, I believe, the followers of this cruci"ed 
god will tear down the statues of Jupiter, as the followers of Jupiter tore down the 
statues of my beloved gods. Gaul will have her revenge from beyond the grave; for 
all nations, and all gods, must someday die.

Jack Doyle
Class of 2022



Penicillin and Ghosts
 
Tales of spirits are as old as tales themselves. !ey hold onto fears with a tight "st, 
like a baby gripping Jie Jie’s hair. Forests and grottos, woodlands and coves, these 
places tie the spirits to their home. Fairies and mermaids hold the power of moon-
$ower and dew satchels. As they diminish, so do their wardens. Two centuries ago, 
those that left were only wandering leaves. Eventually after drifting o# into the 
pollen-laden air, they returned to Gaia. 
 Times have changed recently. A mere $utter in earth’s timeline caused a 
mass exodus. Wandering leaves no longer return. Man has not changed. !eir hun-
gry hearts yearn for every last space, as they always have. But it seems that they have 
accomplished their goals. Nothing has been left untouched by a human hand.
 Humanity is a cruel and unusual breed. !ere are many strange and unusu-
al creatures—pangolin, mantis shrimp, echidna, glass frog, platypus—but certainly 
none so cruel. Beyond this haven, there are only shrines to plastic, glass, and wood. 
None of them worship the gods that could protect them.
 Something we have never seen before, a terrible scarring, litters beyond the 
shire. Great spires reach into the sky, grasping as Nimrod did from the heights of 
Babel. !ere are no spirits left in the cities. Some deserted the land, others died tied 
to its essence. Of course they tried to "ght, of course they tried to protest.
 None of that worked. 

Grace Chan
Class of 2022

Lauren O’Brien
Class of 2023



Pollution

Earth is slowly dying 
Beaches no longer clean
Is anyone even trying

Yet we all just keep buying
Starting to think we’re all just mean
Earth is slowly dying

We should all be sighing
Has anyone even seen
Is anyone even trying

No wonder Mother Nature’s crying
Why is this earth still not clean
Earth is slowly dying

Why is everyone always shying
Not even for a little bean
Is anyone even trying

Beaches no longer clean
Why do we have to be so mean
Earth is slowly dying
Is anyone even trying

Catrina DiPresso
Class of 2022

Mary Coleman
Faculty



Parasitism

stars shake
furious, bursting $ames
the dark night swells
our vision tunnels
trampling, tripping,
we fall into something larger than ourselves

we are ants trekking across mountains of 
wrappers
growing $ippers, "ns, and gills
we enter into water

Swim!
through nets, straws, and slick oil spills
twisting and turning
mutating into creatures of darkness
no eyes, "ns, gills, or $ippers

Dig!
into the ground
intoxicating ourselves
with the oh-so-yummy chemicals
but oh-so-fatal

a ghost town, when we stay
growth, when we go away

To the moon!
higher than any balloon

an unknown world turned wasteland
a cemetery without goodbyes
"lled with metal, junk and satellites

our ravenous selves
gorge on garbage, scavenging for more
but left as only empty souls
we $oat right through
no longer able to feast on Earth

Natalia Skrodzki
Class of 2024

Grace Kilarjian
Class of 2024



My Vanishing City (Found Poem)

I became addicted to a livestream of the world. I loved 
the cerulean shock, a South Korean mountainside. 
Hong Kong’s comforting hum of
Cantonese, 
the sizzle of stir-frying. I left it there, pink,
a portal to no longer return. 
Night after night.

Like me, they came alone. Hear the 
weeping, mourning the lost city of them. 
Happy Together, 1997, 
a tortured gay allegory for Hong Kong’s 
relationship to China.
Exile of $oating limbo, without any familiar rituals.
“!e more we wanted to escape, the more we became inseparable. 
No matter where we went, Hong Kong was always with us.”

Grace Chan
Class of 2022

Grace Chan
Class of 2022

Tiger, Tiger, Tiger



Like !is

Some places are meant to exist for the season, for the temporary, but I’ve never
been one for letting go.

When the jetties ice over and the wind shimmies into coat sleeves and the seascape 
becomes Mars, I’m there. Snow snakes in white threads over the beige, barren   
beach. !is is a place abandoned, where waves whip metallic, temperamental, 
and not even a strong surfer rides the coast.

I’m for you like this: when you are cold, empty—I’m a reckless astronaut vaulting   
into the void.

It doesn’t matter that summer is better. It is. !e sun a mother-cat tongue nudging 
us toward sleep. !en long, lilac shadows as evening procrastinates. As nighttime 
takes its sweet time.

Now, though, o#-season. !e unruly air would splinter teeth if it could. !e sky 
frowns gray. We’re only waiting out the rebound of what was. A cycle says what 
was is still what is. A soul circle says the same.

!e horizon freedom-blue. Lying back into buoyancy. Sure. I’d rather that season, 
but not the temporary.

Lisa M. Ries
Faculty



like all cities

like all cities,
this one generated loneliness
whether that was the intention 
or some cruel work of irony.
     
like all cities,
dull is the uniform,
as are the shadows seeped into the pavement,
as is what has become of the individual.

and like all cities
we will go about our same old days
and eventually, we will "nd comfort–
no, we will grow accustomed to this loneliness
pretending we are not dissatis"ed
and we will go on.

   Charlotte Schmidt
Class of 2023

Elymar Rosario Hernandez
Class of 2022



Breakfast in Bed

Sometimes, when I’m staring up at my blank ceiling, cloaked in a sheet of dark si-
lence, and the shimmer of the moon’s re$ection against the deep ripples of the pond 
that sits in my backyard is shining through my cloudy window, I hear it. It’s always 
there, though, to be honest, it might not be. It could be there, surely it could, or it 
could be the barely detectable wind tenderly rustling the leaves of my neighboring 
rhododendron. It could be that, yes, but it could also be the pitchy voice of my 
mother’s fan in the corner, choking as it complains about the musty air. Fascinating, 
but perhaps it’s the subdued nag of my mother, a constant plea, growing ever louder 
in the back of my mind. It could be that apartment. !at apartment, creeping ever 
closer, its tendrils slithering around my pale ankle, its grasp tightening persistently 
around my fragile nerves, like a snake in the hen’s roost, with a "rm voice demand-
ing for me to let go—but my uneasy stomach tethers me to my nest. Or, it could 
just be my mother, shu&ing around at the newfound crack of dawn, making me 
breakfast in bed.  

Grace Kilarjian
Class of 2024

Isabelle Lu
Class of 2022



Leo Valenti
Class of 2022



Simulation !eory

When observing the simulatibility of the universe we must "rst look at a coin toss. 
It would be fair to say that a coin toss has a "fty-"fty chance of landing on either of 
the sides, but this truth is not an objective one, but rather subjective. If, hypotheti-
cally, you were completely informed as to the nature and conditions of every single 
factor predicting the side of the coin that will land, like the force, the toss, the angle, 
gravity, distance, wind, and every single other factor down to the quantum level 
then these odds quickly change from "fty-"fty to one hundred to zero. If we go back 
and replace the coin with the universe, then a world which one seems completely 
random and unpredictable is only ever pseudo-random and de"nitive in the nature 
of its outcome.

Jack Cashman
Class of 2022

Siobhan Conroy
Class of 2022

Life Cycle



Chronologue: End of the World

  !e lights are always up, even come the emergencies.
In the backroom lives a soldier, drunk with incandescence.
A signal. At last, it’s the one, something to sing about in the aftermath.
!e watchman’s legs groan in awakening,
so desperate they slip between each other, like pages,
and $utter into dust.

A stray daughter wanders the streets of somewhereville,
falling o# the hem of dawn.
Her hair wilts like old tires in the wind as her morning prayer
hooks on a chicken wire fence like a tossed-out love robe.
In her hands, clammy with dew, is where it starts.
Something explodes, silent as a mewl.

Your mother, she is quietly in bed.

And in the time after the world ends
she’ll wake up, fry the eggs you never eat, and
forget to pull back the curtains to see.
Even though you drive places now & have breakfast
on the way & there are no curtains to stop you.

Everything shrinks like the dot
blinking in the corner of your great machine, a hermit star.
Do you see, how it’s all dissolving at the "rst sign of light?
A violin elegy sinks between the limbs of another perfect pair
huddled in some paradisiacal nest,
made immortals among lovers
(like all lovers). Even the music goes.

In the end, combustion is as quiet as birth, to a comet.

Isabelle Lu
Class of 2022



Grace Chan
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Editors’ Notes

Grace Chan
 I want to start this note by thanking Ms. Ries for all the years we have had together. 
!ere has never been a teacher so dedicated to her students, her writing, and to Context 
itself. My heart is grateful that we could create three beautiful magazines and, more im-
portantly, a home for artists. Context has been a safe haven during these tumultuous high 
school years for me and my lovely friends. I hope that will always be the case. I am incredibly 
proud to be graduating with Ms. Ries and my fantastic co-editor, Isabelle Lu, on our "nal 
year of Context. 
 !ank you Isabelle for everything, everything, everything. We’ve had an epic jour-
ney starting with the infamous sophomore year all the way to now. Time really does $y when 
working with someone so talented and brilliant. !ank you for all the sweet memories of 
this club, even the ones where we worked late and argued over Garamond EB or Times New 
Roman (you were right). I will never forget all the times we had and I cannot wait to see the 
spectacular things you will do. 
 Of course, Context would not be the same without all the astounding writers, 
artists, and kind people in the club. !ank you for all the fun times and the wonderful ex-
periences. Shout out to my fellow seniors that have been here since the beginning especially 
Molly, Taz, Ashkay, Haley, Elymar, Jack, Jack, Ben, and Leo. 
 Cringe approaching… in 3, 2, 1.  
 Let me set the scene. Context circa 2021. We are on Zoom for a virtual meeting. 
!e prompt is ‘write the most cliché scene possible.’ Molly delivers.  
 “Hunter looked at me with his ocean blue orbs, scowling. “You’re stupid,” he said. 
“Kaeyghlyn, I love you. I always have, and I didn’t know how to express my emotions. It’s why I’m 
so mean to you, and why I said that you couldn’t "ght because you’re a girl. I just didn’t want you 
to get hurt in battle, because I wouldn’t have been there to "ght for you.”
 I gasped, my forest green eyes widening. “B-b-but, why m-me?” I stuttered.
 “It’s true. We’ve only known each other for two weeks, but it feels like forever.” He 
brushed my long, dirty blonde hair out of my face and tucked it behind my ear. He was so much 
taller than me, towering over my petite 5’1 body. “Run away with me. We can leave the army and 
go live in the countryside, avoiding the government spies. We could live a happy life.”
 !e crowd goes wild. Everyone erupts into laughter. !is was one of my favorite 
memories of Context. It encapsulates all the fun and the magic we had together. I hope this 
club continues to be a found family for South Side.
 “A home isn’t always the house we live in. It’s also the people we choose to surround 
ourselves with.”  —T.J. Klune, !e House in the Cerulean Sea



Isabelle Lu
 When I was in "rst grade, I’d sit in the oversized chair in front of the computer in 
the basement and start typing up my never-"nished novels, Microsoft Word casting its bril-
liant white glow on my retinas. When I heard feet coming down the stairs, I’d quickly slap 
my palms over the blinking text until danger of my work being read was averted. 
 I didn’t imagine casually sharing my "rst drafts and personal, emotional ramblings 
in Context, ten years later. I had no idea I’d send my writing to contests, magazines, and 
applications, to be met by rejection and recognition. My transformation was something of a 
jagged graph of being pushed, being gently encouraged, and holding my breath and jump-
ing myself into the water. It took me 8 months to sum up the courage to join Context, but 
now I am deeply sad that my time is ending. 
 Context has taught me that revolutionary creativity is punctuated by awkward 
silences and growing pains. !at every poem, paragraph, and artwork is special not because 
of blind positivity, but because we really do all have something important to say about 
the unassumingly extraordinary lives we live. !at poets sprout from mis"ts, jocks, nerds, 
trendsetters, perfectionists, linguists, musicians, and everyone in between. !at our talent is 
fueled by passion and lovely with compassion. !at compassion is the most valuable thing 
you will learn in this sort of place, and that in every shy kid there might be a performer.
 I want to thank Ashkay, Elena, Charlotte, Kaleah, Haley, Ely, Alex, and everyone 
else who has approached me with their work "rst. It has been a huge honor to be trusted like 
this and the best part of the job to talk with you in meetings, DMs, and stairwells. Some of 
you have become my closest friends, and I’m so thankful we were brought together this way. 
My Context circle extends into each of my other ones, and it’s incredible to think of the 
intersections of interests we’ve expanded. Recently, I’ve seen our generation breaking down 
borders— something direly needed in our current world.
 Ms. Ries will forever have my thanks, having encouraged and mentored me since I 
turned in my "rst Creative Writing assignment. I don’t know where I would be had you not 
inspired me to devote my time to the arts. To our alumna editor Eryn, thank you for in$u-
encing my leadership style as well as my personal style! You’ve left behind a living legacy (ex. 
super long editor’s note). And of course I can’t forget to thank my co- (and favorite) editor, 
Grace. You’re a force of voice, conviction, con"dence, and love. You’re the yang to my yin, 
the folklore to my evermore, the "rst love to my late spring… we’ve grown so much together, 
and our branches are now interwoven. I am so grateful to have led this club with one of my 
best friends and to have known you and I were in it till the bittersweet end.
 !ank you to Context for making me braver and kinder. And especially for starting 
my ardent and unseemly love of poetry. As I look to the future, I know Context will trans-
form and adapt as it’s always done, even with the gaping hole of Ms. Ries’ departure. I know 
Ms. Goro’s warmth will help "ll that in, and I want to thank her and every future member of 
Context who will keep this creative sanctuary alive. !ere’s only one way to go— forward— 
but don’t fault me for my sentimentality about leaving. I am a poet, after all.
 In the words of the Fox from !e Little Prince, “It has done me good… because of 
the color of the wheat "elds.”



Context extends its deepest thanks to the South Side High School administration 
and their sta#, especially Mr. John Murphy, Dr. Patrick Walsh, Colleen DiFiglia, Ali 
Kaplan, and all the teachers that encouraged their students to submit this year. We 

would also like to thank Lisa and the other members of Pip Printing. 
You have made our publication possible!



would like to congratulate 
all the students involved in the creation of

 Context 2022
Once again, your e#orts along with 

the guidance of Ms. Ries
 have produced another beautiful  

Literary Magazine

As always, it has been a pleasure 
working with you
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